The supplementary motor area (SMA) makes a crucial contribution to intermanual transfer: the ability to use one hand to perform a skill practiced and learned with the other hand. However, the timing of this contribution relative to movement remains unknown. Here, 33 healthy volunteers performed a 12 item sequence in the serial reaction time task. During training, each participant responded to a sequence of visual cues presented at 1 Hz by pressing one of four keys with their right hand. The measure of intermanual transfer was response time (RT) during repetition of the trained sequence with the left hand, which was at rest during learning. Participants were divided into three groups, which did not differ in their learning rates or amounts. In two groups, 1 Hz repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation induced transient virtual lesions of the SMA during training, either 100 ms before each cue (the premovement group) or during each key press (the movement group). The third group received sham stimulation (the sham group). After training with the right hand, RTs for performance with the left (transfer) hand were longer for the premovement group than for the movement or sham groups. Thus, the most crucial contribution of SMA to intermanual transfer occurs in the interval between movements, when the memory of a previous movement plays a role in encoding specific sequences. These results provide insight into frontal lobe contributions to procedural knowledge.
Introduction
The supplementary motor area (SMA) contributes to the preparation and execution of learned motor sequences (Shibasaki et al., 1993; Jenkins et al., 1994; Nakamura et al., 1998; Shima and Tanji, 1998; Lee and Quessy, 2003; Macar et al., 2004; Elsinger et al., 2006) . It has been proposed that SMA activity during the interval between individual movements contributes to encoding and planning the next element in a motor sequence (Tanji and Shima, 1994; Gerloff et al., 1997; Shima and Tanji, 1998) , whereas SMA activity during movement contributes to on-line control and monitoring of the movement (Seitz and Roland, 1992; Tanji and Shima, 1994; Shima and Tanji, 2000; Padoa-Schioppa et al., 2002; Lee and Quessy, 2003) .
For sequence learning, as with other skills, the procedural knowledge acquired with one hand transfers to the other hand, a process called intermanual transfer (Parlow and Kinsbourne, 1989; Howard and Howard, 1997; Rand et al., 1998; Grafton et al., 2002; Japikse et al., 2003; Perez et al., 2007a,b) . This process may occur implicitly (i.e., in the absence of awareness), and it is critical to activities of daily life (Obayashi, 2004; Halsband and Lange, 2006) . We showed previously that efficient intermanual transfer is associated with increased SMA activity and that transfer is blocked by repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) over SMA (Perez et al., 2007b) . However, the timing of the contribution of SMA to intermanual transfer remains unknown. Accordingly, here we evaluated the effect on intermanual transfer of disrupting SMA activity at two different times, during the interval between training movements and during the movements, as participants learned a motor sequence skill in the serial reaction time task (SRTT).
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Thirty-three healthy volunteers (14 females; 19 males) with a mean (ϮSD) age of 28 Ϯ 5.4 years participated in the study. All subjects gave their informed consent to the experimental procedure, which was approved by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) ethics committee. The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki at the Human Cortical Physiology Section Laboratory, NINDS-National Institutes of Health. All subjects were right-handed and trained with the right hand for ϳ30 min on the SRTT. During SRTT training, subjects were randomly assigned to three different stimulation groups for 1 Hz rTMS over the SMA: (1) rTMS during individual finger key presses (movement group; n ϭ 11), (2) rTMS preceding the cue and each individual finger key press (premovement group; n ϭ 11), and (3) sham stimulation with a time course matching the premovement group (sham group; n ϭ 11).
SRTT and transfer test. Subjects were seated in an armchair with both arms flexed at the elbow by 90°and with the wrist in a neutral position.
SRTT (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987) was presented on a computer screen using a custom script based on Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems). As illustrated in Figure 1 A, subjects first performed three kinds of trial blocks with the left hand: (1) the mirror image of the training sequence, (2) a different, unlearned sequence (control sequence), and (3) a random block. The GO signal was displayed on a computer screen (one asterisk and three dots evenly spaced horizontally, all appearing simultaneously). The position of the asterisk, which served as the cue for which key to press, varied among the four possible locations each time a display appeared. The order of keys in the training sequence was 4-2-3-1-1-3-2-1-3-4-2-4, and in the control sequence it was 1-3-3-4-2-1-3-2-4-1-4-2. In the random blocks, the asterisk appeared in a randomly selected series of locations. Subsequently, subjects proceeded to SRTT training ( Fig. 1 A) with their right hand. Here, subjects performed two random blocks followed by 10 training-sequence blocks and ending with another random block. During all testing, subjects were instructed to respond as fast and accurately as possible to the asterisk presented every 1.0 s (a total of 120 key presses per block). Response times (RTs) were measured and defined as the time interval between the GO signal and the correct key press. We also measured the difference in RT before and after training in the left hand (⌬RT) in all testing blocks. Intermanual transfer of sequencespecific learning was reflected by the magnitude of ⌬RT in the training sequence block, most importantly in comparison with ⌬RT in the random block. After SRTT training, subjects were tested again with their left hand. At the end of the experiments, subjects were asked: "Did you notice anything special about the task?" and "Do you have anything to report regarding the task?" Subjects who reported that they noticed a sequence or a repeating pattern of targets were asked to describe it in as much detail as possible using the keyboard, and that information was recorded.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation localization. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was delivered from a Magstim rapid stimulator (Rapid Magstim) through a figure-of-eight coil (loop diameter, 8 cm; type no. SP15560). At the beginning of each experiment, we determined the right primary motor cortex (M1) resting motor threshold (RMT), defined as the lowest intensity of TMS output required to elicit motorevoked potentials (MEPs) of at least 50 V in peak-to-peak amplitude in at least three of five consecutive trials (Rossini et al., 1994) . The coil was placed over this site tangential to the scalp with the junction region pointing backwards and laterally at a 45°angle away from the midline, inducing a posterior-anterior current in the brain (Di Lazzaro et al., 2004) . To determine the site for SMA stimulation, we used a criteria previously described (Matsunaga et al., 2005) . We determined the optimal position for activation of the left tibialis anterior (TA) muscle by moving the coil in 1 cm steps along the sagittal midline around scalp vertex (Cz) with the handle pointing to the right. The active motor threshold (AMT) for this muscle was determined, and stimuli of ϳ130% AMT were given, moving the coil anteriorly along the sagittal midline in 1 cm steps. The SMA was defined as being 1 cm anterior to the last site from which MEPs could be evoked during the contraction. In most subjects, following these criteria, the site for the SMA stimulation was determined to be ϳ3 cm anterior from the optimal position for activation of the TA muscle, 2-4 cm anterior to Cz. For sham stimulation, the coil was positioned in the same location described above for the SMA. A second coil was located behind the subject's head and it discharged in the air using the same parameters described below.
rTMS. rTMS was delivered over SMA to three different groups of subjects (11 subjects per group) during SRTT training ( Fig. 1 B) at a frequency of 1 Hz at 80% of RMT. TMS pulses were applied 120 times per block, producing a total of 1200 pulses. In one session, each rTMS pulse was delivered 400 ms after the presentation of the GO signal, which was the cue instructing a given key press. This time was determined in a pilot study (n ϭ 7) by using a custom-made Signal script to acquire on-line electromyographic (EMG) activity from the right first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle during right index finger key presses for SRTT training. In the present study, EMG signals were rectified and averaged on-line after each training block. Reaction time (i.e., onset time of right FDI EMG activity in the first random block and last training sequence block; beginning of training, 196 Ϯ 28; end of training, 119 Ϯ 26) and movement time (i.e., duration of right FDI EMG burst; beginning of training, 334 Ϯ 7.3; end of training, 320 Ϯ 5) measurements indicated that, at 400 ms, rTMS pulses were applied within the movement phase of individual finger key presses. In another session, each rTMS pulse was delivered 100 ms before the cue. Sham stimulation was applied 100 ms before the cue.
In additional experiments, we tested the effect of rTMS (n ϭ 11) and sham rTMS (n ϭ 11) over the SMA in the premovement phase (100 ms before the cue) on transfer on the original (non-mirror image) sequence. In this form of the task, the transfer hand targets the same spatial goals, as opposed to the mirror image form, in which transfer is movement based. The order of keys in the original sequence was 4-2-3-1-1-3-2-1-3-4-2-4 (little finger for key 1, ring finger for key 2, middle finger for key 3, and index finger for key 4).
EMG recordings. EMG surface electrodes were positioned on the skin overlying the left and right FDI and left TA muscles in a bipolar montage (interelectrode distance, 2 cm). The EMG signals were amplified, filtered (bandpass, 25 Hz to 1 kHz), sampled at 2 kHz, and stored on a personal computer for off-line analysis. Training sequence (blue), control sequence (green), and random (red) blocks were tested for the left hand, before and after practicing the SRTT with the right hand. Subjects performed 10 training sequence blocks, preceded by two random blocks and followed by one random block. B, During SRTT training, three groups of subjects received rTMS at 1 Hz over the SMA (arrows): (1) during each finger key press (movement group), (2) before each each key press (premovement group), and (3) sham stimulation (sham group), which occurred at a time matching rTMS in the premovement group.
Statistics.
Repeated-measure ANOVA (ANOVA RM ) test was used to evaluate the median RT and the number of errors performed with the right hand in the training sequence and random blocks for each group. A paired t test was used to evaluate sequence learning with the right hand by comparing the median RT between the last training sequence block and the last random block (Willingham et al., 2000) . One-way ANOVA RM was used to compare sequence learning between the three groups with stimulation time (movement, premovement, and sham) as factor. We assessed rTMS effects on intermanual transfer with left-hand blocks (training sequence, control sequence, and random block) and testing time (before vs after training) as factors on each group. Two-way ANOVA RM was used to assess rTMS effects on intermanual transfer with stimulation time (movement, premovement, and sham) and left-hand block type (training sequence, control sequence, and random block) as factors. Bonferroni's corrections were applied for multiple comparisons. Significance was set at p Ͻ 0.05. Variance is expressed as mean Ϯ SD, unless otherwise noted.
Results
All subjects completed the SRTT training with the right hand (N ϭ 33). Seven of the 33 subjects distributed over the two stimulation and sham groups reported that some targets repeated during the SRTT training, but none was able to reproduce the entire sequence or triplet pairs within the sequence. rTMS stimulation intensity (expressed as a percentage of the stimulator output) was similar across groups (movement, 47.1 Ϯ 2%; premovement, 43.8 Ϯ 3.1%; sham, 46.2 Ϯ 4%; F ϭ 0.7; p ϭ 0.5).
Right (training) hand
As shown Figure 2 A, left, SRTT training led to progressively shorter RTs in the training sequence in all groups (movement: ANOVA RM , F ϭ 15.5, p Յ 0.001; premovement: ANO-VA RM , F ϭ 14.8, p Յ 0.001; sham: ANOVA RM , F ϭ 14.3, p Յ 0.001). ANOVA RM showed that the magnitude of sequence learning (movement: 77.3 Ϯ 7.6 ms; premovement: 83.6 Ϯ 7.3 ms; sham: 73.5 Ϯ 5.7 ms; ANOVA RM , F ϭ 0.41, p ϭ 0.6) and the number of errors performed with the right hand (ANOVA RM , F ϭ 0.6, p ϭ 0.5) were comparable for the training sequence and random blocks across groups. Figure 2 B, right, shows ⌬RTs for the left hand, comparing performance before and after SRTT training with the right hand. Training always involved the training sequence, but testing of left-hand performance involved three types of blocks: random (red), training sequence (blue), and control sequence (green). Larger values of ⌬RT indicate greater intermanual transfer, and data from the three rTMS groups (movement, premovement, and sham) appear from top to bottom.
Left (transfer) hand
For the movement group, ANOVA RM showed a significant interaction between left-hand block type and testing time (F ϭ 4.1; p ϭ 0.03). Post hoc testing showed that intermanual transfer was larger for the training sequence (blue; 60 Ϯ 12.3 ms) than for the random block (red; 22.8 Ϯ 9.4 ms; p Ͻ 0.01). No difference was found between the control sequence and the random block ⌬RT ( p ϭ 0.4). Although the control sequence showed lesser improvement (green; 43 Ϯ 11.1 ms) than the training sequence, this difference was not statistically significant ( p ϭ 0.09). The following data show why this was the case. For the training sequence, RT was stable over the 10 repetitions within the transfertesting block (repetitions 1 and 2, 61 ms; repetitions 3 and 4, 68 ms; repetitions 5 and 6, 56 ms; repetitions 7 and 8, 52 ms; repetitions 9 and 10, 64 ms; F ϭ 0.24; p ϭ 0.8). For the control sequence, RT was stable during the first six repetitions of the sequence (repetitions 1 and 2, 26 ms; repetitions 3 and 4, 31 ms; repetitions 5 and 6, 36 ms; F ϭ 0.36; p ϭ 0.7) and improved during the later repetitions of the sequence, as would be expected when the subjects practiced a new sequence (repetitions 7 and 8, 57 ms; repetitions 9 and 10, 63 ms; p ϭ 0.01). The number of errors performed with the left hand were comparable across blocks before and after training (ANOVA RM , F ϭ 0.13, p ϭ 0.87). For the premovement group, ANOVA RM showed no significant interaction between left-hand block and testing time (F ϭ 0.26; p ϭ 0.7). In the mirror image version of transfer, no differences were observed in the ⌬RT in the left hand among the training sequence (15.3 Ϯ 10.6 ms), random block (20.3 Ϯ 3 ms), and control sequence (19.0 Ϯ 12.9; F ϭ 0.12; p ϭ 0.8). In the goalbased version of transfer, which involves the original training sequence without mirror image inversion, we likewise observed no differences in the ⌬RT in the left hand among the training sequence (22.3 Ϯ 13 ms), random block (20.8 Ϯ 6 ms), and control sequence (16.0 Ϯ 6.7; F ϭ 0.12; p ϭ 0.8). The number of errors were comparable across blocks before and after training in both groups, respectively (ANOVA RM , F ϭ 0.7, p ϭ 0.4; ANO-VA RM , F ϭ 0.3, p ϭ 0.6).
For the sham group involving transfer of the mirror image sequence, ANOVA RM showed a significant interaction between left-hand block and testing time (F ϭ 4.5; p ϭ 0.02). Post hoc testing showed that the ⌬RT in the left hand was larger for the training sequence (50.7 Ϯ 6.1 ms) than for the random block (24.9 Ϯ 12.1 ms; p ϭ 0.01). The control sequence showed lesser improvements (31.6 Ϯ 13.2) than the trained sequence, but this difference was not significant ( p ϭ 0.07). No differences were found between the control sequence and the random block RT ( p ϭ 0.6) or in the number of errors across blocks (ANOVA RM , F ϭ 0.02, p ϭ 0.8). In the sham group involving transfer of the original (non-mirror image) sequence, ANOVA RM also showed a significant interaction between left-hand block and testing time (F ϭ 6.0; p Յ 0.01). Post hoc testing showed that the ⌬RT in the left hand was larger for the training sequence (57.4 Ϯ 14 ms) than for the random block (15.5 Ϯ 7 ms; p ϭ 0.01) and control sequence (26.7 Ϯ 7.5 ms; p ϭ 0.04). No differences were found in the number of errors across blocks (ANOVA RM , F ϭ 0.4, p ϭ 0.6). When data were grouped according to the left-hand block types (Fig. 3) , two-way ANOVA RM showed a significant interaction between stimulation time and left-hand block types (F ϭ 3.11; p ϭ 0.02). Post hoc one-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of stimulation time on ⌬RT in the training sequence (F ϭ 5.77; p ϭ 0.01), but not in the control sequence (F ϭ 1.2; p ϭ 0.3) or in random blocks (F ϭ 0.51; p ϭ 0.6). For the training sequence block (Fig. 3B) , post hoc testing showed a significant difference between ⌬RT for rTMS in the premovement versus movement groups ( p Յ 0.01) and for the premovement versus sham groups ( p ϭ 0.03). No RT differences were found between the control sequence and the random block ( p ϭ 0.76).
Discussion
Here, we investigated the timing of the contribution of the SMA to successful intermanual transfer of procedural knowledge. We found that a transient virtual lesion over the SMA applied between individual key presses (premovement group) during learning with the right hand substantially interfered with intermanual transfer to the left hand, without disrupting learning. Neither SMA disruption during key press movements (movement group) nor sham stimulation under our experimental design had any effect on intermanual transfer or learning.
Several studies have demonstrated that a motor skill learned with one hand can transfer to the opposite hand (Parlow and Kinsbourne, 1989; Howard and Howard, 1997; Grafton et al., 2002; Japikse et al., 2003; Wang and Sainburg, 2003; Obayashi, 2004; Perez et al., 2007a,b) . Cortical areas such as the primary motor cortex, which has relatively sparse interhemispheric connections for the distal musculature (Rouiller et al., 1994) , contribute to nonspecific performance improvements in the transfer hand, particularly optimizing the timing of visuomotor processing (Grafton et al., 2002; Perez et al., 2007a) , whereas other motor regions, such as the SMA, with strong interhemispheric projections (Liu et al., 2002) , play a critical role in successful intermanual transfer of motor sequence skills, both in healthy individuals (Perez et al., 2007b) and in patients with lesions of the corpus callosum (de Guise et al., 1999) . Here, we investigated when the SMA makes the contribution to intermanual transfer of procedural sequence knowledge in healthy subjects.
We found that disruption of SMA activity before but not during each individual finger key press or during sham substantially diminished intermanual transfer of knowledge. Previous work showed that activity in SMA neurons encodes the order of components of a motor sequence (Tanji and Shima, 1994) . Consistently, in humans, disruption of the SMA before execution affects the ability to choose the proper upcoming movements in a motor sequence (Gerloff et al., 1997) . Although these studies provided crucial information on the role of the SMA in the preparation of individual movements in a sequence, the timing of SMA contribution to intermanual transfer of knowledge from a learning to a resting hand has not been investigated. Our findings show that this contribution occurs between key presses, during the time when memory of the previous movement (and current hand posture) could contribute to encoding a movement pair. As a sequence is learned, this interval is increasingly involved in preparing and selecting the next movement in the learned sequence. In agreement, studies in monkeys have shown that activity in SMA neurons encodes the order of components of a motor sequence, especially during the period between movements (Tanji and Shima, 1994; Tanji, 1998, 2000) . One possible account for our result, therefore, is that rTMS applied during this preparatory phase interfered with sensorimotor processes, reflected in the preparatory neural activity, that encode the sequence in a form suitable for transfer of knowledge to the opposite hemisphere (Krakauer et al., 2006; Seidler and Noll, 2008) .
There are different mechanisms by which the SMA may contribute to intermanual transfer of learning. It is possible that a memory representation stored in the SMA during learning can be accessed by either hand at the time of transfer as proposed by the "access model" of intermanual transfer by Taylor and Heilman (1980) . Also, a separate memory can be stored during learning in the contralateral hemisphere, which can be accessed on-line by the transfer hand as proposed by the "cross-activation model" by Parlow and Kinsbourne (1989) . Our results of a selective interference of transfer by SMA stimulation support the view that the SMA is involved in encoding a memory trace that can be accessed by both hands, and that this concept can be distinguished from an on-line transfer process that guides the opposite hand. It is important to note that the behavioral effects of rTMS over SMA on intermanual transfer could represent the consequence of focal disruption of activity in the SMA (Gerloff et al., 1997) , or its interconnected areas , and/or disruption of other areas of the brain intending to compensate for the transient SMA deficit.
However, rTMS applied to the SMA during the movement did not disrupt intermanual transfer, suggesting that SMA movement-related activity, which encodes information on movement kinematics and dynamics (Seitz and Roland, 1992; Padoa-Schioppa et al., 2002) and contributes to monitor motor performance (Lee and Quessy, 2003) , may play a less critical role in intermanual transfer.
Intermanual transfer of a sequence of events in the SRTT (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987) requires first that participants learn to respond as rapidly as possible to the location of the stimuli. The subjects in our study learned at a slower pace than in previous investigations (Perez et al., 2007a,b) , consistent with previous reports we found that the SRTT task performed at slower presentation rates elicits less prominent sequence learning (Willingham et al., 1997; Soetens et al., 2004) than when the task is performed at faster presentation rates (Willingham et al., 1997; Soetens et al., 2004) . Importantly, learning of the SRTT under our experimental conditions was comparable across groups, consistent with previous results (Pascual-Leone et al., 1996) , although we note that higher rTMS stimulus intensities can disrupt motor learning (Gerloff et al., 1997) . In our study, subjects also showed improvements in the control sequence when performing with the left (transfer) hand. Although this improvement was not significantly different from that for the random block, it appears to have resulted mainly from rapid learning of the control sequence during transfer testing. This fast learning may be related to the previous experience with the control sequence that established a baseline level of performance (Fig. 1, left part) , some high frequency pairs that are common to the training and control sequence (such as 4-2 and 1-3) (see Materials and Methods), or a possible effect of rTMS during movement on later performance (Avanzino et al., 2008) .
Our finding of differential effects of SMA disruption on transfer as opposed to learning is consistent with the view that intermanual transfer and motor learning, although related processes, engage partially different mechanisms (Seidler, 2007; Seidler and Noll, 2008) . These findings may also be explained by the model for sequence learning proposed by Hikosaka et al. (1999) . These authors suggested that sequence knowledge is acquired by parallel networks, one involved in a goal-based sequence representation (an extrinsic coordinate frame) and another involved in a movement-based sequence representation (an intrinsic coordinate frame). Because the SMA appears to be a critical node in the network guiding the movement-based representation, one possibility is that compensation by the goal-based system may account for the failure of SMA stimulation to affect sequence learning (as opposed to transfer). Furthermore, our observation that rTMS disrupted the intermanual transfer of both the mirror sequence (a movement-based representation) and the original sequence (a goal-based representation), to the same extent, supports the view that the role of the SMA in transfer involves sequence representations that draw on both intrinsic and extrinsic coordinate frames. If, as suggested by the model of Hikosaka et al. (1999) , SMA primarily contributes to movement-based representations, then its disruption during learning appears to affect the formation of both goal-and movement-based representations that are available to the controllers of both hands.
Conclusion
In summary, our results provide novel evidence of a differential and time-specific involvement of the SMA in the successful intermanual transfer of a motor skill. The involvement is differential in that rTMS applied to the SMA during the learning of a motor sequence with one hand does not affect learning, but it does block intermanual transfer of the motor sequence skill indicating that its role in intermanual transfer is at least partially independent of its role in motor learning. The effect is time specific in that the contribution of the SMA is critical during the interval between key presses, when specific movement sequences are encoded.
